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The Reward Token (RWT) is
one of the first community
driven deflationary tokens
that seamlessly combines
the concept of GameFi, DeFi
& NFT that constantly creates
rewards for everyone

The Crypto Currency
Environment
Cryptos are used for transactions such as buying

There are over 6,700 cryptocurrencies traded

and selling goods and services, as store of value,

globally and with $33b+ worth of memecoins . The

as ecosystem tokens and many other purposes.

rising giant player in the cryptocurrency market

This is made possible with the use of an online

is the decentralized crypto exchange system.

ledger with strong cryptography. The use of
cryptography makes it difficult to double-spend

It allows new coins to get listed for free, invariably

or counterfeit. One defining feature is that it is not

allowing users new investment opportunities,

regulated by any central authority, making it a

friction-less and almost gas-free. DEX exchanges

tax-free operation system. Cryptocurrencies

are fast, reliable, and easy to use. Another perk is

work by using Blockchain technology spread

that they come with amazing liquidity benefits,

across various computers.

including users’ rewarding for helping the platform thrive. In this environment, RewardToken is

The blockchain is a digital record for transactions

coming to the market combining the best bene-

made with cryptocurrencies. It uses E-wallet

fits for institutional and retail investors. With the

where these transactions are stored. The trans-

skyrocketing adoption of blockchain, delving into

actions are well secure and managed and to be

trending opportunities is a smart move for any

a part of this network, platforms such as

investor.

exchanges and peer-to-peer transactions are
available.

RewardToken
Overview
RWT comes with sophisticated features such as
automatic buybacks inspired by the innovative
Minidoge Token in addition to automatic and
manual burns and static reflections for all holders.
Before Q4 the team will unveil the RWT Debit card
that will give you the ability to withdraw fiat in
most ATMs around the world but most importantly
discounts, special privileges and exclusive offers
globally just by presenting your card. This will
revolutionize the industry. You will be able to
make money, win rewards and also withdraw
your funds in fiat anywhere, any time!
Some of these rewards are in the form of
roundtrip to different destinations, tickets to
matches, airdrops in the form of BNB, ETH & ADA,
Michelin Star dinners, luxurious hotel stays globally
and many other surprises that we have planned
for you. These Rewards will be given on a consistent
basis through a raffle mechanism designed to be
effective and transparent
Our token is offering an exclusive staking
program designed to maximize your investment
through our future GameFi Reward Application.
The rewards that this token will give you are
countless and we truly hope you can enjoy all the
benefits in this amazing journey. Welcome

Launch
Anyone can buy the RewardToken after our
official Launch on Pancakewap, the RewardToken
has no institutional or investors ownership. The
official launch will be held shortly after the
presale. You can purchase the token by creating
a Metamask Using BSC Network, connecting to
Pancakeswap & swapping BNB for RewardTokens.
RWT has been fully audited and declared safe.
Please click this link to see the full audit of the
project conducted by techrate.org

Liquidity Pool
The use of a Liquidity Pool allows RewardToken to be
traded with limited slippage. The LP is large enough
to allow users to do transactions as they please and
will be locked to ensure the stability of the price
while creating a floor price. All the BNB raised in the
Pre-Sale will be used for injection into the liquidity
pool

Token Economics
of all token supply will be burned
periodically after the launch of the project
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Price
The RewardToken price fluctuates following the
standard supply and demand basics of finance
and economics. Its shrinking supply is allowing for
higher price floors. On our website you can see a
live tracker of its price, circulating supply and
burned supply. If you are a token holder, you will
notice your holdings steadily increasing due to
the reflections. We also use autoboost function to
stabilize the price and prevent large dumps by
locking liquidity in addition to every 5.00% of every
transaction going to the locked liquidity pool.
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Roadmap
The RewardToken community and ecosystem
aims at building a long-term, engaged, trusted
and thriving play in the cryptocurrency world.
Numerous

developments

have

begun

and

RewardToken intends to introduce constant
updates as the community goes. The full roadmap
is visible on our website and it’s constantly updated.
RewardToken is giving back to its community in
various ways, but mostly in terms of supporting
the healthy growth of our token. We focus mainly
on marketing, though our full time marketing
experts in addition to an agency helping us building
the brand. Additionally, we prepare for a major
exchange listing shortly after the Pancakeswap
launch. You can be a part of RewardToken by
joining its channels such as Twitter, Telegram,
Instagram and Medium.

Safety
Safety and protection for token holders is the
priority for the wellbeing of the community. The
necessary security measures are in place to
ensure this is achieved. The token is fully audited
in order to ensure that everything is ready for the
launch

REWARDIFI
(Reward Game application)
Our team is visionary and looking forward to the future.
That’s why our project will embrace the latest trends and
embrace the most advanced developments within the
industry to deliver value to you; the holder of our token.
Rewardifi is a revolutionary Defi Gaming application built
on the binance smartchain and powered by Reward Token.
Rewardifi rewards RWT holders for playing games and
performing simple tasks.
Binance Smartchain rapidly powers most of the leading
games in the blockchain space with very low transaction
fees and this is the reason we decided to build on binance
smartchain. Rewardifi will disrupt the gaming and reward
industry through:

STAKING

Stake your RWT on Rewardifi
app and earn Rewards on a
daily basis.

GAMING

Earn rewards playing
interactive games on
Rewardifi gaming application,
withdraw and Trade your
rewards for other tokens.

LOTTERY

You can earn massive
rewards by Joining our weekly
and monthly draws by simply
holding RWT in your wallets.
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